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• MGM service provides a hierarchical namespace starting at / (inode 1) 
• directories and files are arranged in a tree structure with parent child relation 

• children of directories are files or directories 
• directories and files have a numerical ID (inode number = object ID called fid ) 

• bi-directional lookup 
• path → inode       /eos/foo/bar => inode 1 [/] → inode 2 [eos] → inode 3 [foo] → inode 100 [bar] 
• inode → path       inode 100 [bar]→ inode 3 [foo]→ inode 2 [eos]→ inode 1 [/]= /eos/foo/bar 

• historical complication inode != id because in-memory namespace had overlapping id namespace for files  
and directories and filesystems don’t allow the same id for a file and directory (VFS) 
 

• FST services use flat inode namespace (object storage approach) for files 
• flat node namespace is mapped into pseudo hierarchy 

• fid → path      fid 100 stored with name / <prefix> / hex( fid / 10000) / hex ( fid )  e.g. /data/01/00000000/00000a84  

Hierarchical and Object Namespace
name id parent 

id
type

/ 1 1 dir

eos 2 1 dir

foo 3 2 dir

bar 100 3 file



• MGM service uses a configurable amount of memory to cache file and 
directory meta-data using an LRU mechanism 

• file and directory meta-data are persisted in QuarkDB 

• MGM uses a write-back mechanism to send writes to QuarkDB (async) 

• Every meta-data access in the MGM uses a prefetch mechanism to make 
sure meta-data is in the meta-data cache before taking a namespace lock 
prefetch takes ±0.5 .. few ms

 Namespace and QuarkDB

bash> eos ns

cache
pre-fetch

pre-fetch
cache



• A hierarchical structure requires locking when the hierarchy is changing 

• example: mv /eos/foo/file /eos/bar/file 
• file is at any moment attached to foo or bar, but neither invisible nor visible in both directories 

• EOS uses a global fair RW lock inside the MGM service

Namespace Locking

• writers operate exclusive 
• readers go in parallel 
• future readers queue  
behind waiting writers

Result:  
performance is depending  
on ratio read:write MD ops



Virtual Identity Concept 
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Virtual Identity Mapping
- mapping is done from security context [XrdSecEntity] created by a connection based on the authentication 

method to VID 

- mapping can be static or dynamic 
- static: map all clients using UNIX authentication to a static VID [100,100] 
- dynamic: map all kerberos names using the UNIX getpwd mechanism  

e.g. user foo is mapped in LDAP to VID [1234,1234] 

- mapping can rely on external plug-ins (e.g. VOMS, OAUTH2) 

- VIDs can be granted to be sudo’er
- every sudo’er can add to a request a role VID, for whom a given request is  

executed 

- The sudo’er functionality can be also granted based on the client hostname/IP 
- a host which has sudo’er privileges is called a gateway



Virtual Identity Mapping
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Virtual Identity Mapping YOU

roles protocol sudo host, domain, geo location

How does EOS see me?

Who can EOS see?



Virtual Identity Special VIDs

• VID root [0,0,sss] can do everything 
 

• VID adm [3,4] can do chmod,chown,quota,ls,read/write … but not 
impersonate 

• VID daemon[2,2,sss] is used by FSTs to authenticate to MGM 

• VID nobody[99,99] is your destiny if you are not mapped



Access Authorization

efficient write-back (seq. disk IO) 

larger tails due to disk seeks

- after VID mapping the access functionality is called, which decides if your VID can currently  
access this EOS instance 

- access can be expressed as white or blacklist (e.g. allow vs ban) 
- by user, group, host and domain name 

- access can be stalled based on configured rate limits for the requesting client

Requests

VID Mapping

ACCESS ?

YES NO Stall 

run request ask later go away



Namespace Authorization
Requests

external authorisation 
library

ACL/POSIX/Token 
Check

VID Mapping

YES NO 

NO 

remark: taking a role does not impersonate / emulate the ACL behaviour 
( needs to be changed ) 

https://eos-docs.web.cern.ch/configuration/permission.html

virtual 
[uid/gig]

ACCESS

https://eos-docs.web.cern.ch/configuration/permission.html


Supported Protocols

efficient write-back (seq. disk IO) large tails due to disk seeks
long tails due to unfair scheduling under IO saturation

narrow peak when clients are 
bandwidth limited 
@ 90% of max IO

duration [s] duration [s]
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http://

XrdHttp

XrdXrootd

microhttp

grpc

 
client apps 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users

users [reva]

eosxd [fuse]

deprecating



Quota
- thee types of quota  

user - match by user id 
group - match by group id 
project - match all writers 

- two optional quota settings 
- inode - How many files? 
- volume - How much data? 

- quota is configured on quota nodes (directory + subtree) e.g /eos/foo/ 

- quota nodes are not nested
- if /eos/foo/ and /eos/ is a quota node, /eos/foo/bar concerns only the deepest 

matching node /eos/foo/ 

- quota can be en-/disabled for each SPACE (what is that?) 

- quota defines usage of physical not logical space (it includes the volume including redundancy  
e.g. replication of files)

https://eos-docs.web.cern.ch/configuration/quota.html



SPACE

GROUP

NODE

FILESYSTEM

Space - Group - Node - Filesystem

node: physical machine hosting filesystems 
space: aggregation of groups = aggregation of filesystems 
group: vertical aggregation of filesystems used for scheduling 
filesystem: individual mounted device



File Layouts
• layouts describe IO path and redundancy for a file - EOS supports 

• plain (1 copy), replica (n copies) 
• erasure coding: raid6 (2 parity), archive (3 parity), qrain (4 parity) 



eos.web.cern.ch

http://eos.web.cern.ch

